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The Policy Context
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The Action Plan
Victoria’s Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Action Plan provides a framework for
reducing the incidence and impacts of rough sleeping within the context of four key
themes guiding broader homelessness reforms in Victoria.

Intervening early to prevent
homelessness

Providing stable
accommodation as quickly as
possible

THE ACTION PLAN

Support to maintain stable
accommodation

An effective and responsive
homelessness service system
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Current responses to address rough sleeping across Victoria
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Future directions
Intervening Early to Prevent Homelessness
In the context of the broader reform of the specialist homelessness service system, we will
intervene earlier and more rapidly to prevent homelessness service system, we will intervene
earlier and more rapidly to prevent homelessness and rough sleeping, or minimise the duration
or impact of homelessness when it occurs. We will look at ways to achieve this by:

Providing support and assistance to tenants in
private rental to avoid housing breakdowns and
evictions
Prioritising those most vulnerable to homelessness
including people existing in institutions
Assist people to avoid homelessness by providing
more flexibility in the way funding is used to meet
their needs
Improving our partnerships with agencies who are
often ‘first to know’ when people are at risk of
homelessness
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Future directions
Providing Stable Accommodation as Quickly as Possible
In the context of the broader redevelopment of the specialist homelessness service system, we
will seek to provide appropriate accommodation and support options to resolve crisis and avoid
ongoing homelessness. We will look at ways to achieve this by:

Using the evidence of ‘rapid rehousing’ approaches
to ensure people receive appropriate
accommodation and support to resolve crisis and
avoid risk of further homelessness
Providing support packages that are flexible in the
intensity and duration required to assist each
individual
Utilising the private rental market through the use of
incentives and support
Making pathways to economic participation more
accessible to ensure people are financially able to
maintain their housing choices
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Future directions
Support to Maintain Stable Accommodation
In the context of the broader reform of the specialist homelessness service system, we will ensure a
Housing First approach is delivered to ensure people experiencing chronic homelessness or who are
at risk of doing so become resilient to future housing loss. We will look at ways to achieve this by:

Improving the accessibility of our entry points, and
offering outreach services where and when people
are most receptive to receive assistance
Assisting people to end their homelessness
experience through support services that are
integrated, flexible and multi-disciplinary
Offering permanent housing with support that is
flexible to respond to people’s changing needs over
time
Connecting people into their community once
housed to prevent social isolation
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Future directions
An effective and Responsive Homelessness Service System
In the context of the broader reform of the specialist homelessness service system, we will ensure
a coordinated, sustainable and informed sector is enabled to work flexibly with each individual to
resolve and prevent future homelessness. We will look at ways to achieve this by:
Sharing data with service providers to better understand trends
and work towards outcomes
Streaming the entry and assessment process to better enable
people to receive tailored responses that meet their needs
Ensuring the homelessness sector continues to build on
integration and collaboration opportunities with the wider social
service sector, voluntary groups and the community
Supporting the development of a workforce transition strategy to
ensure staff and agencies are empowered with knowledge and
support
Building upon our evidence base of best practice and welcoming
consumers to add to our knowledge
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Next Steps

We have established a Homelessness Advisory
Committee and four working groups
.

The Homelessness Advisory Committee and working
groups have begun examining practical and tangible
options that progress the Action Plan's key directions

Work will culminate in a Future Directions Position
paper to strengthen homelessness responses in
Victoria
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Questions

•

For further information on the Victorian Homelessness
and Rough Sleeping Action Plan, please visit:
https://dhhs.vic.gov.au/towards-home
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